
Dear Mike, 
 
I met with Rebecca Reichlin from Girdwood City Realty (GCR)and we discussed her experience in the 
rental market and in the home sales market. 
  
Rebecca was in charge of Property Management of long term rentals for GCR, primarily, for her job in 
the mid 2000’s up until the last few years.  She has stepped away from that business and now is involved 
solely in Home sales.    In 2012 she had 54 rentals she managed and at the end of her term, up until 
around 2018, she had only 12.   She stated that the decline was a combination of the owners selling, 
converting to STR’s and simply re occupying them.   She said it is a mix and she didn’t have exact data on 
each.    Those are pretty impressive numbers!  A definite shift in the long term rental market. 
  
Another topic we discussed was inventory and pricing in the housing market, which includes stand-alone 
homes and condos.  Attached are comparison sheets she prepared with sales data as well as a copy of 
the GCR letter with year by year comparisons up through 2020.  She feels that the majority of sales are 
to in state owners that view Girdwood as a good second home area and or as investments.  Some are ski 
families that want a place for weekends with the kids, second home skier’s and ski racer families that 
don’t want to stay at the hotel or do STR’s.   But these are in state purchases.  Similar to what Erin Eker 
stated at our last meeting, sales are not to out of state investors.   This is also impressive and valuable 
data.       
  
Personally our nightly rental business has seen a lot of repeat travels to our places over the years.   We 
have also grown the in state market that doesn’t want to stay at the resort, they like the cabin feel, and 
the freedom to eat in or go out!  I strongly feel that the internet is a major reason that we have seen 
growth and interest in Girdwood.  It is no longer a small town/state secret, it is very visible and popular 
on line!   We have wedding parties that find our accommodation very popular due to some blogs and 
other on line write ups that are linked to “Wedding” market.   We have bloggers that have found us and 
have done write ups that increase our visibility as well as the visibility of Girdwood!  There is even a New 
York Times article about Alaska that specifically highlights Girdwood.   This exposure has drawn a 
multitude of interest to the Valley,  not only to recreate but to invest in and have a home or second 
home. 
  
The other issue I wanted to address for a while is solutions to problem STR’s properties: 
  
I had a great phone conversation with “Andre Atchee”, Whittier chief of Police to discuss problems with 
STR’s and their ability to respond to them.  We discussed Whittier’s jurisdiction in Girdwood and Andre 
stated that they are under a state contract similar to the Troopers, but that many of the state 
ordinances cross over with the Anchorage municipality ordinances.  They can and do respond to noise 
disturbances, safety issues, trespassing, garbage issues etc. throughout Girdwood.   They have 
responded to issues many times throughout Girdwood at STR properties, on Timberline specifically and 
on Upper Echo.    
  
They will respond if called and can do the following: 
  
Assess the disturbance and validate it 
Communicate with the responsible party involved and request that they stop the nuisance 
If no one claims responsibility or ownership of the property they can be removed for Trespassing 
They are not allowed to enter the residence unless they are given permission 



They generally issue a warning the first time and get the party to comply with the issue; e.g. reduce 
noise, move illegally parked vehicles, secure trash 
If the property doesn’t comply and they have to return, and or it becomes an ongoing problem then 
they can cite the owner with a class b misdemeanor and they will have to appear in court – 

-          Along with a court appearance they can be issued a $200-$500 fine. 
  
Andre stated that they are aware of the STR problems and do respond and will respond to complaint 
calls from neighbors.  
  
Andre specifically was interested in a list of STR’s with ownership information, contact info. etc. so he 
would have information if responding to a disturbance.   He asked me if I could get him a list.  Is one 
available?  And or who would I contact to obtain it for Andre? 
  
I feel that this information should be presented at our next HWG so it is on record that there is a legal 
avenue for the community to address problem properties.   Along with this, it is very easy to find out 
how a property is listed ( On airbnb, Travelocity, VRBO etc.) on the internet and contact that agency with 
complaints.   Our rental properties are listed with these companies and they have strict compliance 
requirements.  If a property becomes a problem, it will be removed.  The community statements at our 
meetings and GBOS imply that they don’t know how to handle these issues, while there already are 
solutions in place and they just need to be informed or do a little research themselves instead of just 
complaining. 
  
  
The last issue I want to discuss and we have discussed for a while at our HSG meetings is 
regulation.  This is a very difficult issue to address.  I feel it is not government’s role to control the 
business market, except in monopoly’s, illegal actions, or problem business activity.   But in Girdwood’s 
case, we have a documented influx of STR’s, due to the availability of being able to list a property 
remotely without being on site or local.   When someone creates any business without local over site 
and management this will create a problem!!  My wife and I have worked very hard with our STR’s to 
make sure they are operated professionally and do not create nuisance’s for our neighbors.  We are 
local, on site and are involved and participate in the community.  We are Girdwoodians and care about 
our community! 
  
With the introduction of business’s like “AirBnB”, VRBO etc. vacant properties now how the ability 
(Fairly easy) to list their properties and make some supplemental income.  I don’t have all of the data, 
but many of the second home (Ski cabins/condos) owners and my remodel clients, have been very 
interested in listing their properties in between ski season to help offset their costs.  So the 
Spring/Summer/Fall season that the property isn’t being used,  6 months roughly,  are being looked at 
for STR’s.    Makes sense, but presents a potential nuisance problem and does take a potential property 
out of the long term rental pool.  A pool that would only be available for 6 months though, that is 
something renters need to be honest about.   The second home owners are not going to make their 
properties available during ski season unless they have vacated them. 
  
Summary/Solutions 
  
So, we aren’t going to be able to force an owner to put their property in a long term rental pool.   If they 
want to use their property at certain times of the year, then a long term lease won’t work.  But if an 
owner wants their property to be in the Girdwood  STR pool then they must operate with certain 



restrictions (Regulations).  Owners must be local and live in Girdwood in order to provide strict over site 
and management or have local management that provides these services.  (Which VACASA is a main 
option for this, but  has proven to not be very impressive on management and charges up to 40% of the 
booking rate for a commission!!!!!!) There are a few individuals offering management services as an 
alternative.   
  
I feel strongly about local ownership and do not want our properties to be purely outside 
investments.  It not only creates a nuisance but takes properties out of the long term pool or sales 
market and is not a healthy model for our rental and home ownership problems.  251 STR’s ???? that’s 
crazy!!!! 
  
The question is how can we force local ownership/management/over site?  What tools do we have to 
implement this?  Is there a pre made model to use or do we need to develop our own?  Do we need to 
get GBOS, community or Muni approval?  I don’t know this world but would be happy to help you with 
this research. 
  
  
So that’s my research.  I feel we have met and discussed these issues for a long time at the HSG working 
group and we have addressed the main issues and gathered as much information as 
possible;  Exorbitant home sale pricing/inventory shortages,  Short term rental nuisances and taking 
away long term rental opportunities, long term rental pricing and inventory.   I think we should write a 
report to GBOS with our research and findings and then disband the HSG working group or reduce it to 
semi-annual or yearly meetings.   We have exhausted our information at these meetings and we are just 
drifting along and we should wrap it up.   
  
Sincerely, 
 
 
Patrick Doran 
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